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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE GEOLOGY AND FIELD PETROLOGY 
AT THE APOLLO 16 LANDING SITE 

by 

Apollo Lunar Geology Investigation Team 

INTRODUCTION 

The Apollo 16 mission was especially notable in the continuing 

program of manned exploration of the Moon. It accomplished the first 

landing in the lunar highlands and the crew successfully explored and 

sampled a kind of terrane never before visited on the lunar surface. As 

John Young put it when he first stepped onto the 1 unar surface 11 There 

you are, our mysterious and unknown Descartes highland plains, Apollo 16 

is going to change your image.'' We are confident that the descriptions 

by the crew and the returned samples and photographs will, in time, 

permit us to extrapolate the geologic environment found here to many other 

similar areas throughout the highlands. The geologic diversity and 

significance of the site, the extended traverse capability provided by 

three EVAs and the Lunar Roving Vehicle, the real time television coverage 

of the site and of crew activities, and especially, the outstanding per-

formance of the astronaut crew contributed to an exceedingly successful 

mission. 

PRE-MISSION GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATION OF THE DESCARTES AREA 

The Apollo 16 landing site is at the west edge of the Kant Plateau, 

topographically the highest region on the near side of the Moon. This 

central highlands region represents a major geologic province that has 





long attracted attention because of its distinctive appearance and its 

unique position among the dark maria that surround it. Three main strati-

graphic units are recognized in the area: the Cayley Formation, materials 

of the Descartes highlands, and materials of the Kant Plateau. The first 

two units form clearly distinct terranes with some transitional facies, 

the last shares features with each of the other two. These major lunar 

units have been variously interpreted as facies of the Imbrium ejecta 

blanket (Eggleton and Marshall, 1962) and, more recently, as volcanic 

deposits (Milton, 1968, 1972; Hodges, 1972; Elston, Baudette, and Schafer, 

1972a, b; Baudette, Schafer, and Elston, 1972). Imbrium sculoture is absent 

on all three units, or is expressed only as basement control, indicating 

a maximum age of Imbrian. The relative abundance of small craters in the 

Cayley Formation indicates that the Cayley is older than the maria. Most 

photogeologic maps show that the three units were emplaced approximately 

in the same span of time, so that locally determined age relations may 

not be valid over wide areas. On the other hand, Head and Goetz (1972) 

reviewed multispectral data suggesting that in an area about 50 km to 

the south Descartes materials may be as young as Copernican. 

Plains-forming units such as the Cayley Formation cover about seven 

percent of the near side of the Moon, and occupy more area than any other 

identifiable material except mare material. Characteristically, the 

Cayley forms level plains in the floors of older basins. Small craters 

are abundant over most of its surface. Near the landing site the forma-

ti~n was divided into smooth and irregular subunits (Elston and others, 

1972), but only the irregular unit lay within the planned traverse area. 
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Two main interpretations have been advanced for the origin of Cayley 

materials. They were interpreted as a facies of Imbrium basin ejecta 

(Eggleton and Marshall, 1962) based on the occurrence of concentrations 

of material with Cayley characteristics in a band concentric to the 

Imbrium basin. The hypothesis of volcanic origin of this deposit (Mi~ton, 

1968; Trask and t-kCauley, 1972) has generally been based on its basin-

filling mode of occurrence and level surface; in addition, the concentric 

relation of Cayley materials to Imbrium has been questioned. 

Materials of the Descartes highlands form hilly and mountainous 

regions that are topographically higher than the Cayley. This unit is 

one of the better examples of a type of material that occurs in many 

places in the lunar terrae as patches of rugged terrane apparently unrelated 

to craters or multi-ring basins. The partial filling of the crater Descartes 

by this material indicates that the unit forms a deposit of considerable 

thickness, perhaps about a kilometer, and that its relief is largely 

intrinsic (Milton, 1968). Positive landforms in the Descartes highlands 

have been interpreted as volcanic and broad domes appear to be analogous 

to terrestrial shield volcanoes. Some domes in an area about 50 kilometers 

from the landing site have summit craters that appear to be "funnel 

craters" with convex interior slopes ra~her than the concave interior 

slopes characteristic of most lunar craters. Milton (1972) suggested 

that they are a form of caldera produced by slumping into a void caused 

by withdrawal of material at depth. As individual domes broaden, they 

coalesce into plateaus cut by irregular furrows. These furrows may be 

merely areas between constructional features, but probably most are 

either grabens or sites of fissure eruptions. 
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The Kant Plateau occupies much of the central region of the Theophilus 

quadrangle (Milton, 1968). Materials of the Plateau were not believed to 

underlie the Apollo 16 site, but exotic blocks derived from the plateau 

may be present in the traverse area. Materials of the Kant Plateau may 

or may not be of volcanic origin; in contrast to the Descartes highlands, 

distinct volcanic landforms are obscure. 

The Fra Mauro Formation, as well as Nectaris basin ejecta (the 

Janssen Formation) of similar character, are shown in cross section as 

underlying Cayley and Descartes in the Apollo 16 landing area (Hodges, 

1972). 

Ray material from North Ray and South Ray craters, both situated on 

Cayley Formation, mantle a considerable part of the traverse area, both 

within the plains and in the adjacent highlands. 

Impact craters of Imbrian to late-Copernican age are scattered 

throughout the region. In addition, rimless to low-rimmed, irregular 

depressions of unknown origin are present. Topographic benches occur 

on Stone Mountain, and, in the walls of several craters albedo bands and 

ledges suggest lithologic layering. Lineaments in photo-map units locally 

constitute as many as four intersecting sets (Elston and others, 1972). 
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GEOLOGIC OBJECTIVES OF THE MISSION 

The geologic objectives of the Apollo 16 mission may be divided into 

orbital and lunar surface data collection. The orbital objectives in 

the Descartes area were to add to our knowledge of the regional geology 

of the Descartes region through direct visual observation and photography, 

and further to assist in locating the LM on the lunar surface and to aid 

in traverse locations by panoramic camera photography of LRV tracks and 

astronaut-disturbed areas. The principal objectives of the ground crew 

were to describe the kinds and proportions of rocks in the various map 

units and to collect samples of them; to observe, describe, and collect 

s.amples of regolith and ray material that \vas thought to cover most of 

these units; to look for outcrop, and if found, to describe and sample it; 

to describe structures in various units, including lineations, layers, 

faults, etc.; and to observe and describe, where possible, the attitudes 

of and contacts between the major geologic units. 

More specifically, ground objectives were planned around groups of 

stations with the potential of yielding varied geologic information 

(fig. 1). The prime Cayley Formation sampling areas were located in the 

Flag/Spook/ALSEP areas, where crater dimensions suggested that the unit 

might be sampled to depths of about 60 m. Deeper parts of the Cayley 

Formation were expected to have been excavated by the larger North and 

South Ray impacts and exposed in ejecta near the rim of North Ray and in 

the ray deposits of South Ray. The principal sampling area for Descartes 

highland materials was planned on Stone Mountain, and a sampling site 

on the flank of Smoky Mountain was planned as well. Regolith was, of 
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course, expected throughout the traversed regions, but especially detailed 

studies were planned near Wreck crater, and near the LM landing site. 
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TRAVERSE LOCATIONS fiND SAt-1PLE DATA 

The Lunar Roving Vehicle permitted the crew to travel a total traverse 

distance of about 24.1 km.* The odometer distance covered on EVA I was 

3.4 km (map distance 3.3 km), on EVA II was 10.2 km (map distance 9.0 km), 

and EVA III was 10.5 km (map distance 10.0 km). Figure 2 shows the 

preliminary locations of these traverses, along \'lith principal physio-

graphic features, and stop locations. It also includes geologic descriptions 

at the stations, verbal annotations between stations, and sample bag numbers 

where located as of this date. 

The LM was located almost at once within about 50 m from crew land-

mark descriptions. EVA I proceeded almost nominally insofar as the 

geology traverse was concerned. The EVA II traverse was slightly modified 

to eliminate Station 7 in order to obtain more sampling time at Station 10. 

The modified geology traverse proceeded almost nominally. Crew work day 

considerations dictated a 5-hour third EVA, and the nominal traverse was 

replanned to eliminate Stations 14 through 17 and to combine Stations 11 

and 12. Additional time vvas allocated to Station 10 to complete tasks 

remaining from EVA II. All three EVAs were extended. The duration of 

EVA I was 7 hours 11 minutes; EVA II 7 hours and 23 minutes; EVA III 

5 hours and 40 minutes. Thus, the total EVA time was only about 46 

minutes short of nominal. 

Total returned net sample weight is about 97 kg (213 pounds). EVA I 

net was 19.2 kg (42 pounds); EVA II, 32.3 kg (71 pounds), and EVA III, 

45.5 kg (100 pounds). Table 1 gives a sample summary by EVAs, and 

*This is less than the total LRV odometer distance of 27.1 km, which 
includes LRV maneuvers such as the Grand Prix and circular pans. Nor 
does our estimate include vertical distance traversed or wheel slip. 
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includes samp1e bag numbers, brief sample descriptions, locations where 

collected, and post-EVA stowage and weight data. Detailed field sample 

descriptions, cataloged by EVA, bag number, and Ground Elapsed Time (GET) 

collection times are given in table 2.* 

More than 1,800 frames of 70 nm film were exposed during the mission, 

including 748 frames of color film taken with 60 mm lenses, 792 frames of 

60 mm black and white, and 269 frames of 500 mm black and white. A pre-

liminary catalog of photographs by EVA is given in tables 3 and 4. The photo-

graphs are keyed to GET, magazine number, preliminary frame count number, 

samples collected, and station. The table includes comments where appro-

priate. 

Preliminary planimetric station maps of the local geologic relations 

at Stations 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, and 13, and at the LM/ALSEP site 

have been prepared from lunar surface television panoramas (figs. 3-13). 

These maps show sample locations, large observable blocks, crater rims 

and the position of the Lunar Roving Vehicle during the activities at 

the station. Coordinates of the stations referenced to traverse maps are 

given in table 5. 

*The GET times reported in all tables and on figure 2 are those of Mission 
Control Center clocks during EVAs. These times are approximately 12 minutes 
later than those of the official mission transcript. 
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FIELD OBSERVATIONS BY THE CREW 

Surface Features 

The Apollo 16 crevl visited two topographic units: the relatively 

smooth Cayley Plains sloping gently southward and the Stone t1ountain 

region of the Descartes highlands. 

In the vicinity of the landing site the surface of the Cayley Plains 

proved to be broadly undulating, with local relief of about 5 meters. The 

landing site itself was in the bottom of a shallow swale, probably an old, 

subdued crater. From there, the general terrain sloped southward toward 

Survey Ridge and then gradually rose toward Stone ~,1ountain. Nowhere was 

it flat. Most of the EVA II traverse lay across rolling, hummocky, cra-

tered terrain that characterizes the Cayley Plains in this area. The 

surface appears to be totally saturated with old subdued, rounded craters, 

most of them a few meters across but some v1ith diameters of as much as 

several hundred meters. Although irregular hill-and-swale topography was 

the most obvious local aspect of the terrain, the relief appeared to be 

relatively uniform and summits were approximately accordant, so that a 

broad designation of the Cayley surface as a densely cratered plain seems 

justified. The appearance and number of craters on this plain, as com-

pared with those of mare surfaces previously explored, support a greater 

age for the Cayley surface. The part of the Cayley surface crossed during 

the EVA III traverse is rolling but apparently more subdued and less densely 

cratered than in areas south and west of the LM. Large rimless depressions 

were present. North f Palmetto crater the surface seemed much smoother 

with east-west trending ridges as much as 5 m high providing the principal 
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relief. The flank of North Ray is broadly hummocky, but the surface is 

smooth. A prominent trough extending southward from the crater rim was 

recognized by the crew. 

As viewed from the LM/ALSEP area, the slopes of the Descartes unit 

at Stone Mountain appeared to be steeper than expected by the crew, parti-

cularly in the area adjoining Stubby crater, where the TV profile suggested 

a slope of as much as 25 degrees. On the north mountain front, slopes were 

estimated to be 10 degrees near the base, and to reach values of about 20 

degrees in the vicinity of Cinco craters. Stepped topography with narrow 

terraces was apparent on the north slopes, but no blocks, nor outcrops were 

identified. The surface· traversed on Stone ~4ountain is less densely cra-

tered than that of the Cayley Plain. 

Crew descriptions indicate that much of the terrane is covered by ray 

materials from North and South Ray craters. Orion landed in an area with 

abundant 1-2m secondary craters and blocks, which the crew interpreted 

to be, for the most part, ray material from South Ray crater. The blocky 

material occurs discontinuously westward at least as far as a point beb1een 

Halfway and Flag craters. On EVA II, ray material covered much of the 

area between the LM and Station 4. Station 8 was heavily mantled by South 

Ray material, as anticipated. North of the LM, ray material was patchy 

as far as the continuous ejecta blanket of North Ray. In the LM area, 

1-2 meter secondaries were observed to have excavated poorly indurated 

breccias that may represent lithified Cayley regolith. The crew observed 

that North Ray ejecta were more rounded and heavily filleted than those 

of South Ray, which supports photogeologic evidence that North Ray crater 

is the older of the two. 





The regolith covering the entire area is relatively thick*, and no 

definite outcrops were observed .n the area. Fine-grained material near 

the surface of much of the traverse area consists of a 1-3 em thick dark 

layer overlying white material. At Stations 5 and 6, however, the ~hite 

material appears to be absent, and the fine-grained regolith consists of 

intermediate gray-colored material to depths of at least a foot. 

Craters 

The crew observed numerous craters of widely differ~nt size and 

morphology during their traverses. They described two km-sized craters 

north of the landing site. Only the upper third of the northwest wall 

of North Ray crater and a part of the west wall of Palmetto could be 

seen. At neither crater could the central mounds be observed directly. 

On EVA I three craters in the 60-200 m diameter range were described, 

all highly subdued. Flag and Plum had few blocks on either rims or 

interiors, but Buster had an abundance of blocks. No outcrops nor ledges 

were described. 

The scarcity of blocks and subdued nature of 10-30 m craters suggest 

at least 5 m of unconsolidated material in this area. Small, relatively 

fresh craters in the 1-3 m size range observed between the LM and Flag 

crater appeared to be South Ray secondaries. An increase in the proportion 

of 5 m craters was noted between the LM site and North Ray crater. These 

appeared to be more subdued than craters of the same size further south, 

and presumably are secondaries from the North Ray impact. 

*Preliminary data from the active seismic experiment indicates the rego-
lith at the ALSEP is at least 17-27 thick (J. S. Watkins, personal 
communication). This thickness includes both ray material and under-
lying rego 1 ith. 
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Between Stations 9 and 10, a large rimless depression was described 

as a 11 Sinkhole" or a collapse feature vlith a small crater in the bottom. 

Lineaments 

The crew observed patterns of parallel lineaments on the slopes of 

S,tone and Smoky J~ountains at various times during the mission. On the 

north front of Stone Mountain such features were described as narrow ridges 

or terraces parallel to contours and also as closely spaced striations 

trending upslope to the west. 

Horizontal lineaments were reported on Smoky Mountain only once, and 

during EVA III they were described in Ravine crater as horizontal on the 

northeast wall and inclined 30° east on the north wall. While still in 

lunar orbit, Duke had noted such lineaments on many escarpments and crater 

walls, resembling those observed on Mount Hadley and Hadley Delta during 

Apollo 15. During the traverse up Stone Mountain no surface evidence of 

these features was noted. Similar but smaller size lineaments were ob-

served in the regolith. The crew tended to attribute these latter features 

to lighting effects rather than to surface structures. We are of the 

opinion that those lineaments on Stone and Smoky Mountains are also artifacts 

(Howard and Larsen, 1972; Wolfe and Bailey, in press). 

Sam~les 

The crew collected a great variety of material from the area, and 

without question sampled all of the mapped units at the site. Three 

dominant rock types were described: black matrix breccias; white matrix 

breccias; and white crystalline rocks. The large collection of rocks and 

soils (tables 1 and 2) represent ray material from South Ray crater 
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(Stations 4, 8, and the LM/ALSEP site), ejecta from North Ray crater 

(Stations 11 and 13), ejecta from Buster crater (Station 2), regolith 

from the Cayley Plain in areas between block.y rays (Stations 1 and 9), 

and Descartes materials (Stations 4, 5, and 6). Of the documented rocks 

collected, about 80 percent were described as breccias and the remainder 

as crystalline rocks. Of the latter, it is possible that many may be 

clasts dislodged from breccias or pieces of fine-grained, clast-poor 

breccia matrix. Basaltic rocks were described, though not confirmed, as 

minor constituents of the block field around the LM site, and as clasts 

in breccia at North Ray crater. One sample of coarse-grained rock was 

described in the LM area. 

Units 

Geologic units traversed by the crew include the Cayley Formation 

and materials of the Descartes highlands; the latter were sampled with 

certainty only at Stone Mountain. Superposed on both these units are ray 

materials composed of ejecta from North and South Ray craters, which are 

distinguished by a high concentration of blocks and relatively high 

albedo. These ray materials occur in linear trends which could, in 

several places, be traced into either North or South Ray craters, both of 

which penetrate the Cayley surface. 

Cayley material represented by blocky ejecta from South Ray crater 

was sampled at the LM/ALSEP site, and at Station 8 on the Cayley Plain. 

It probably is present among samples collected on Stone Mountain, parti-

cularly at Station 4 and near Buster crater at Station 2. The rocks in 
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South Ray ejecta appear to be dominantly breccias, the most abundant 

variety being a gray breccia \'lith \'Jhite clasts. Other types include 

\'thite breccias with black clasts; white crystalline to chalky rocks 

(mostly fine-grained, but one was compared to the coarse-grained "genesis 

rock" of Apollo 15); vesicular, glassy breccia; glass-coated rocks; indurated 

regolith breccia; and possibly scarce fragments of vesicular basalt. In 

general, the dark breccias with white clasts are dominant, but proportions 

of these rocks vary from place to place, Hith white crystalline rocks, 

for example, being notably abundant at Station 8. Distant observations 

of South Ray and Baby Ray craters indicate a predominance of white blocks 

in ejecta near the craters. Views from Stone Mountain, however, indicate 

that the dark strips oriented radially to these craters are covered by 

dark blocks, and the crew concluded that two main rock types--light and 

dark--were excavated from deeper levels of the Cayley. The presence of 

both light and dark layered rocks seems confirmed by the orbital obser-

vations of light-dark bands in South Ray crater. 

Cayley material was sampled directly at North Ray crater, where a 

horizontal concentration of dark boulders was visible on the inner walls. 

The predominant rock types in this area are friable white breccias with 

dark aphanitic and basaltic-clasts, and dark breccias with white clasts 

as large as 3m long. Other types include breccia with three kinds of 

clasts, but dominantly dark ones, in a white matrix, multiple breccias 

in which the dark clasts themselves contain darker clasts, frothy black 

rocks, and isolated white fragments that may be either dislodged clasts 

or pieces of breccia matrix. The crew noted that dark matrix breccias 

seemed to decrease in abundance away from the rim, which suggests these 

rocks are the deepest sampled. 
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Rocks sampled at Stations l and 2, thought by the crew to be less 

heavily mantled by South Ray ejecta, appear to be mostly gray breccias 

with white clasts; 11 Muley rock, 11 which weighs about 17 kg is apparently 

of this type, and \'las co 11 ected at the rim of Pl urn era ter. 

Materials of the Descartes highlands were examined on Stone Mountain, 

whose steep, terraced slopes were subdued and mantled by unconsolidated 

material. At the highest point of the traverse, Station 4, the angular 

blocks sampled are thought to be largely ejecta from South Ray crater. 

At lower levels on Stone Mountain (Stations 5, 6) the rocks sampled 

appeared to have been derived from the craters at which they were col-

lected. These rocks are mainly light colored; some are breccias, others, 

crystalline or chalky rocks. Rake samples at Station 5 were taken from 

the wall of a small crater presumably shadowed from South Ray ejecta, 

and these are likely to include particles from the underlying Descartes 

unit. At Station 6 a unique white breccia with needle-like crystals was 

collected. 

Descartes materials from Smoky Mountain were not sampled but the 

crew described the rounded, subdued surface which appeared nearly 

identical to Stone Mountain. They noted blocks, probably ejected from 

North Ray cr~ter, on the west flank of the mountain. No 

evidence of outcrops was reported. 

The contact betv1een the Cayley and Descartes units was not recognized 

by the crew at the base of either Stone or Smoky Mountains. On the tra-

verse up Stone Mountain, a gradual increase in slope was noted, but 

there was no change in terrain color or Tegolith appearance. Continual 
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degradation of both Descartes and Cayley surfaces, mass wasting on the 

steeper slopes of Stone and Smoky f1ountai ns ~ and superposition of younger 

ray materials have evidently obliterated the contact relations. The 

lack of color differences in the regolith may suggest general similarities 

in composition. 
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PRELIMINARY GEOLOGIC EVALUATION OF THE SITE 

This preliminary summary of the geology of the Descartes site is 

constructed from the complementary observations of the photogeologic 

mapping group, the members of the Apollo Lunar Geology Investigation Team, 

and the crew working onthe lunar surface. We haQe avoided undue spe~ula

tion on the processes responsible for the described features, and limited 

our remarks on origin of features to those generally used in normal geo-

logic field practice. A good deal more information on which to base 

inference and speculation will be available when the samples and photo-

graphs have been returned to Earth. 

Cayley Formation 

The Cayley Formation is a photogeologic map unit defined on the 

basis of surface morphology, albedo, and mode of occurrence. In the 

region surrounding the landing point, Cayley materials underly an undulating 

plain that extends from beyond North Ray crater to South Ray crater, 

and from beyond Flag crater to the Descartes front the relief on the 

surface of the formation appears to be relatively uniform despite the 

presence of large subdued craters and rimless depressions, and the 

approximately accordant summits suggest an initially plane surface. The 

origin of the planar surface, therefore, is a problem separate from 

that of the present rolling topography. 

The formation is layered, with predominant light strata and sub-

ordinate dark strata, judging from the appearance of South and North Ray 

craters and rays. Samples of material from the formation were collected 

principally from North and South Ray ejecta. Samples of material from the 
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fonnation are predominantly light colored; light-colo1·ed breccia with dark 

or mixed dark and white clasts is the most abundant type, but dark gray 

breccias with light clasts are locally abundant, and white, fine-grained 

crystalline rocks appear to be scattered about the plain. The dark-

colored rocks, of which 11 house rock" on the rim of North Ray crater is a 

striking example, are predominantly breccias with white or mixed white and 

dark fragments. 

Samples of Cayley materials Hhose source and the lithologic character 

are best established at this time are those on the rim of North Ray 

crater. These almost certainly derive from the lower part of the crater, 

at a depth beneath the surface of the Cayley Plains from about 100 to 200m. 

The general appearance and description of these breccias, and especially 

the report of a shatter cone in the matrix of 11 house rock 11
, indicates that 

they probably fanned in a moderate to major impact event; and it also 

implies a complex history of brecciation, lithification, fonnation of 

shatter cones, and ejection. No craters sufficiently large to be the 

source of such material are nearby, so that these breccias may well be 

ejecta from the Imbrium or the Nectaris basins. 

The Apollo 16 landing area is the first field examination of material 

mapped as Cayley Formation. The observations by the crew suggests that 

some, perhaps a 11, of the Cayley Formation is dominantly composed of 

fragmented rocks. Whether the entire section beneath the Cayley Plains 

to the depths sampled is composed of fragmental rocks is, as yet, 

uncertain. We can reconcile the field observations at the site with 

previous photogeolo~ic hypotheses as to the origin of the Cayley 
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Formation in at least two ways: 

1) the Cayley Formation is a pre-mare accumulation of single or 

multiple impact breccias from major basins and craters. 

2) the Cayley Formation is a. relatively thin volcanic unit (e.g. 

tuff or tuff breccia) overlying such a sequence of impact 

breccias. 

A number of alternate hypotheses are possible, but it seems inappropriate 

to pursue them at greater length until the return of samples and photo-

graphs. 

Descartes highlands material 

Stone ~1ountain and Smoky t~ountain, which rise above the Cayley 

Plain southeast and northeast of the U,1 site, form part of the Descartes 

highlands. The morphology of these highlands suggests that their origin 

or composition or both differs from that of the Cayley Formation. 

The prominent benched topography of Stone ~,1ountain suggests predominantly 

horizontal layering of Descartes material. This material was sampled at 

three stations on Stone Mountain. The highest, Station 4 near Cinco C 

crater, apparently is partially mantled by debris from South Ray; some 

samples, however, may represent Descartes material from beneath the South 

Ray ejecta. Stations 5 and 6, which are located on benches at 1 m·Jer 

altitudes on Stone Mountain, apparently sample lower stratigraphic levels 

in the Descartes material and with less contamination of South Ray material. 

Samples collected consist of light-colored breccias, at least one of which 

is unusual in containing black~ needle-like crystals, and fine-grained 

white crystalline rocks. Interpretation of the Descartes materials as 
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volcanic is based on the presence of volcanic landforms (Milton, 1972) and 

on the parallel relationship of elongate hilly and furrowed terrain to 

region a 1 structure (Trask and McCauley, 1972). As neither are amenab 1 e 

to direct examination by surface traverses, evaluation of this hypothesis 

must await petrographic examination of the samples. 

Ray material 
~ 

The recognition during traverse of distinct ray materials confirms 

the long-held interpretation of these prominent lunar features as con-

centrations of ejecta blocks, secondary craters, and fine debris from 

primary impact craters. The relatively high albedo seen on photographs 

was documented on the ground; both the blocks and the regolith appeared 

lighter to the crew. The margins of the rays are gradational, as expected, 

but trends of block concentrations could in some cases be traced into 

either South or North Ray craters. The broad distribution of ejecta 

throughout the traverse area makes it highly probable that most samples 

were derived from depth within the Cayley Formation. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

It is clear from the voice transcript and television coverage of the 

Apollo 16 mission that nearly all of the geologic objectives of the mission 

were met--several of them fulfilled beyond our wildest expectations. 

Observations from orbit of the geology of the Descartes area by the 

Command Module Pilot during the surface mission, particularly his descriptions 

of the interiors of North and South Ray craters, were useful in guiding 

observations and sampling by the crew on the lunar surface. The panoramic 

camera photography when returned should aid greatly in establishing precise 

traverse routes and station locations. 

The ground crew provided sufficient descriptions of the rocks and 

the traverse areas to permit a preliminary characterization of the litho-

logies of the Cayley Formation and materials of the Descartes highlands. 

The Cayley Formation apparently consists of interstratified light and 

subordinate dark-colored breccia layers. It does not consist, at least in 

this area, of lava flows, as had been widely supposed. Samples of the 

Descartes highland materials from Stone Mountain consist of light-colored 

breccia and crystalline fragments of as yet unknown origin. Distinct 

ray material from North and South Ray craters was recognized over large 

parts of the area. 

Nearly 100 kg of carefully documented rocks were obtained. The 

distribution of the locations of the samples over the traverse area is 

unusually comprehensive. Photographic documentation is an extremely 

important adjun~t to sampling. The ground crew exposed more than 1 ,800 

frames of 70 mm film, and these will add substantially to the geologic 
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interpretation of this exceedingly complex site. Voice descriptions of 

geologic features were excellent, and reflected the crew•s adaptability 

to unexpected sample abundances. Apollo 16 has indeed changed the 

mysterious Descartes image. 
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Figure 1. PREPLANNED TRAVERSES AND GEOLOGIC OBJECTIVES 
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Figure 3. LM/ALSEP area. 
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I~-ALSEP site located on undulating, densely cratered block field with 
numerous partially buried subrounded to angular blocks. Rocks primar-
ily breccias with white clasts, some white breccias with dark clasts, 
some crystalline, partially glass-coated rocks. One vesicular basalt(?) 
was noted. Patchy distribution of white soil beneath thin surficial dark 
layer. Drilling suggests that regolith with some rocks is at least 2.5 m 
thick; material is cohesive enough for hole to stay open. 

Samples: From L11: FSR- (partly glass-coated crystalline rock like Apo.Ilo 
15 "genesis rock"}; From ALSEP: 373(?)-(white friable breccia); 355-(>vhite 
fragments); 351-(dust-covered whitish rock); i-(black glass-broken sphere}; 
From Sta. 10: 381-(angular black breccia(?}, main type}; U45/L4-(double 
core tube); From Sta. 10': U27/L32-(double core tube; bottom of core, 
whitish crumbly soil}; !SR-(friabl~rock li~e North Ray samples); FSR-
(white-matrix breccia with dark clasts; 347-(rake, outside ray, glass-
coated fragments); }48-(soil at 347 site); 349-(rake, inside ray, 4 
fragments only); 350-(soil at 349 site); FSR-(glassy rock with white 
matrix); 380-(glass beads); FSR-(dark matrix breccia with very dark glass); 
From LM: 13-(very fine-grained white rock covered by dust and zap pits); 
15-(black-or bluish- matrix rock with lath-like clasts or phenocrysts); 
li-(rock with aphanitic matrix, 1 mm white clasts or phenocrysts}; 18-
(rock sample); 20- (igneous rock.' with lath-like crystals in dark matrix); 
FSR-(igneous-looking rock); FSR-(large rock noted from LM window); From 
LRV park: 331(?)-(sugary-textured igneous rock with glass-lined zap pits; 
possibly collected one other rock. 

Figure 4. LM/LRV area. 
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Flag crater is subdued, with smooth rim, steep walls, and sparse 
cobble-sized blocks on north inner wall. Fresh 2- to 3-m crater 
1/3 way down west wall excavated in light-colored material. Block 1/2 
way down wall protrudes from materials lighter colored than normal 
wall cover. Plum crater also has smooth rim with only small fragments. 
No obvious structure in Plum or Flag. 

Samples: North of Plum: 372-rake, 1/2 bag full with 3 rakes; 354-
soil from rake site; 371-4 rock samples, 1 friable, 1 with white 
streak, and all angu_Iar and dust covered; 363-soil from 371 site; 
364-5 em breccia, angular to subangular, white clasts; millimeter-
size greenish crystals, black matrix; possibly two rocks, one with 
white matrix and one with black; 356-soil. Rim of Plum: 
362-white-clast breccia; 2-breccia with white matrix; 369-soil near 
sample 2 site; }5~-dark top soil; 357-white soil below surface at 
352 site. Southwest side of Plum: 353-piece of 1 1/2 m block, very 
friable breccia with green and white clasts in gray matrix; 368-soil 
from fillet around block at 353 site; FSR-angular breccia; glass on 
side. East side of Plum: FSR "Big Muley", breccia(?) with white 
crystalline(?) clast, looks shocked. 

Figure 5. Station 1. 
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Buster crater is surrounded by blocks up to about a meter in size, 
mainly angular, in a field close to the rim and not extending as far 
as Spook crater. Blocks present from top to bottom of northeast and 
southwest inside vlalls, but are scarce (about 5 percent) on other 
walls. Ninety percent of bottom is covered by blocks greater than 
50 centimeters, with some up to 5 meters. Blocks highly fractured; 
most are angular and remainder subrounded. Only dark soil, with no 
light-albedo subsoi 1 on Buster, but by Rover on lower ground is whit'e 
soil beneath the upper centimeter of dark soil. Spook crater (identifi-
cation while outbound uncertain) is subdued and lacks ledges on inner 
wall. 

Samples: 5-one dust-covered rock, 2 rvhi tish rocks; 6-soil by 5 site; 
7-dust-covered big rock; 9-friable, shocked pure white crystalline rock; 
10-angular rock; 11-soil by sample 10. 

Figure 6. Station 2. 





LM to base of Stone Mountain: 
Surface traversed is undulating and hum~ocky as on EVA I with relief 
of about 10 to 20 meters. Strewn with 10 to 50 em fragments varying 
in abundance from 10 percent near LM site and near base of Stone 
Mountain to 60 to 70 percent of surface on top of Survey Ridge. 
Largest blocks are about 1 meter in diameter. Craters are subdued, 
generally 1 to 3 meters in diameteri the largest, about 5 meters, a!e 
believed to be secondaries. Survey Ridge is clearly covered by a 
ray from South Ray crater. Most rocks are gray breccias with light 
clasts. 
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Benched topography is apparent on rounded and subdued face of Stone 
Mountain, with slopes increasing upward to about 20 degrees but no 
apparent outcrops. Spectacular panorama to north, west, and south-
west includes Baby Ray and South Ray craters. Station is at degraded 
crater about 10m across, with additional sampling at two small 
nearby craters. Blocks 30± em across cover 60 to 70 percent of surface, 
and probably are South Ray ejecta. A dusty gray surface layer of · 
llilconsolidated regolith about 1 em thick overlies lighter material, 
but no layering seen in trench at nearby crater. Bedrock evidently 
not reached in completed hole for double drill core. Indurated clods 
and scattered glass particles are present in some regolith sampJes. 
Most of rocks are whitish breccias, some v?i th glass coatings. One 
may be shocked rock. Only $mall rocks sampled. 

Samples: 394-tough glass- and dust-covered rock; 395-rake sample, 
12 or 13 rocks, most white and some glass coated; 396-4 dust-covered 
rocks; 399-soil sample from trench; 400-soil from south rim of crater; 
401-rake, about 15 rocks or chunks of indurated regolith; double core-
U 43/L 38; 2 or so glass "beads," sample number not known. 

Figure 7. Station 4 . 
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Crater 15-20 m in diameter lies on a 50-m wide bench sloping about 5 
degrees. Blocks are present, but no ledges or bedrock. Blocks are up 
to 50 em, and almost all angular; less abundant on south1vest wall and 
less abundant than at station 4. Rake-sized pebbles in soil on south-
west wall are generally rounded, and more abundant at surface than at 
1-ft. depth. Regolith is gray, intermediate in color between surficial 
and deeper layers on the Cayley plains and uniform to depth of 1 ft .. 
Angular blocks probably are from South Ray, rounded fragments probably 
not. Most of the rocks are whitish; some may be breccias but only 
2 crystalline samples described. 

Samples: 332-rake, most may be indurated regolith; 333(?)-soil and one 
piece of glass, bag number not given; 334-rake; very small whitish 
rocks, black glass on one; 402-soil by 334; 403-piece of rounded, frac-
tured, fine-grained crystalline rock with glass rind on one corner; 
404-dust-covered rock, 1/4 glass covered; 405-rounded, friable white 
rock and a rake sample of small whitish rocks; 335-3 rocks or clods; 
406-soil from about 6 inches down crater wall, and one rock; 336-
rounded, dusty rock with white streaks; FSR-12 em long, very angular, 
fine-grained crystalline rock with plagioclase and greenish-bluish cast; 
337-2 documented rocks, no description. 

Figure 8. Station 5. 
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Bench of lower flank of Stone Mountain by a 10 m blocky-rimmed crater. 
Regolith at Rover site more resistant to footprint penetration than at 
Stations 4 and 5. Soil at crater easily penetrated; gray with no sub-
surface albedo change. Higher percentage of rounded blocks than at 4 
and 5, but most are angular; angular blocks on rim of crater. Most 
rocks apparently light-colored breccia; two-rock breccia also present; 
some light rocks may be highly indurated regolith. 

Samples: 407-rounded rock and soil; jOB-angular rock; 338-soil by 408; 
339-whitish, indurated regolith; 409-white, subrounded rock; 410-white 
"breccia" with white crystalline clasts in grayish-bluish very fine-
grained matrix; white plagioclase and black 1 x 3 mm needles, 

Figure 9. Station 6. 
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Fj.eld of blocks predominantly 10 to 15 em, but ranging up to 2 m; 
possibly .in ray from South Ray crater. Regolith is fl:om South Ray 
crater. Regolith is firm, contains numerous small glass .beads. Large 
blocks of varied lithclogy: rounded two-rock breccia, hard angular 
breccia, and angular white crystalline rock; v1hite crystalline rock 
fragments com'llon where that type was sampled. 

Samples: 411-rake sample, p1:obably mostly soil and about 10 small 
rocks, one with black glass along the sides and one covered with black 
glass; 4.I2-soil; 413-·glass or glass-covered rock; core U 29/L 36; 
}_74-fillet sample from 340 rock; 340-hm-rock breccia with blue matrix 
and wh.i te, fine-grained crystalline clasts; 34l_-2 pieces of wh.i te 
feldspar-rich crystalline rock, friable, shocked, abundant zap pits; 
342-lower, dirt-covered piece of 341 rock; 375-fillet by 343; 343-
breccia, may be vesicular; 344-reference soil away from 343. 

Figure 10. Station B. 
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Low swale in gently rolling terrain od th only several meters relief 
and relatively low-albedo surface. Loct1er crater and cobble f2·equency 
than on ray. il few 1 to 3 m craters '"i th no discernible rims seen on 
TV pan. Angular blocks up to 2 m on surface; a.bout 30 percent of 
surface covered by 15 em fragments. The station is almost on a line 
between South Ray crater and Survey Ridge, but exact location uncer-
tain (LRV navigation failure). Soil gray on top, white below. 

Samples: Two surface samples; 376-soil. by su_rface samples; 377-soil 
under boulder in front of surface samples; }73(?j-top of same boulder 
of breccia; 379-soil under same boulder; 380-chip off bottom of same 
boulder; has 5 ~~bluish crystals; L 34-single core tube sample. 

Figure 11. Station 9. 
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Tr?verse from 9 to LM/ALSEP: 
Undulating terrain with no obvious flat areas; surface apparently 
saturated with subdued craters, main}_y a few meters across; blocks 
15 em± distributed over 10 to 30 percent of surface; no large blocks 
or outcrops; large rimless crater vl'i th smal_ler crater in bottom des-
cribed as collapse feature; rays identified on traverse by relative 
blockiness and lighter color of regolith and rocks; regolith uniformly 
fine grained and unconsolidated at surface; 50 m blocky crater des- · 
cribed south of Station 10, probably we crater. 

Tra17erse between LM and Station 11: 
Rolling surface, more subdued than terrain of EVA II; fewer craters 
and most are larger (5 m) and more subdued. Other features along 
traverse are a 200-meter depression that steepens sharply up east 
flank of Turtle Mountain, 5-meter-high svtales beyond Palmetto that 
trend mainly E-rv or SE-Nrv, and a big depression. Blocks decrease in 
number and size away from LM, and South Ray ejecta not apparent 500 m 
from LM. At 2.6 km boulders increase and North Ray ejecta become 
apparent; rim of Palmetto only other cobbly area. Flank of North 
Ray blocky but surface relatively smooth between the large boulders. 
Meter-·si zed craters appear at about 2. 8 km within North Ray ejecta 
White rocks were described near Turtle Mountain mJd Palmetto, black and 
white rocks at Palmetto, and most dust covered until North Ray ejecta. 
White rocks appear more abundant on North Ray ejecta; both black and 
white rocks are abundant near rim. 
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Blocky rim of North Ray. Surface is relatively smooth between scattered large blocks; traffi-
cability is no problem. Blocks from 1 to 30 meters, both light and dark in color and somewhat 
rounded. Surface slopes inward from rim, 10°-15° 1 about 100-150 meters, then steepens to 
25°-30° and more_, with bottom of crater not visible from near rim. No outcrops positively 
identified but horizontal zone of boulders 1/3 way down crater wall may reflect a bench-forming 
layer. Soil very thin on steep inner slopes. Tv-10 rays extend to Smob.J Mounta_in. 

Samples: 373(?)-crew uncertain of number- grab sample of friable shocked breccia or possible 
tuff with white matrix and dark protruding clasts; samples from Rover north over rim: 383-friable 
shocked white rock with 50 percent black clasts; 3 84-pure white shocked rock; FSR-dense, dark 
breccia with white and dark clasts and white matrix; 385-black glass; 386-dust-covered rock; 
415-hackly, glass-coated rock; 423-rake, r.'1hitish fragments; 388-soil by 423; house-size rock: 
389-5 pieces including shatter cone; FSR-white clast; 425-~vhite clast; 390-soil from crack in 
boulder; 391? and/or 392?-reference soil for 425, possibly fTothy rock in one bag; 393-rock, 
white matrix with glass; samples west of Rover site; 416-chip from friable breccia with aphanitic 
black clasts; 417-fillet .from 416 boulder; 418-2-rock white matrix breccia and fragment of a dark 
clast; 387-dust-covered rock, possibly matrix from 418; 419-soil near 418; 420-rake sample; 
samples near Rover: 421-rake, 15 pebbles with vesicles in one; 422-soil by 421; 
2 padded bags {vi th dust-covered rocks. 

Station 11 description. 
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Figure 12. Station 11. 
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On a smooth, gently sloping surface about 600 m SSE from rim of North 
Ray crater. Only a few subdued craters are present, and cobbles cover 
10 percent of surface. One 4-5 m boulder (sample) and a pile of boulders 
or broken clods lie about 100 m SW of Rover. Regolith is dark on 
top, white below, and more loosely compacted than at rim of North Ray. 
Rocks are breccias; large block has dark matrix v.ri th light clasts 
(maximum size about 5 em) and some dark crystalline clasts (maximum 
size 1 em). 

Samples: }43-rake, 20 rocks with glass and black chips; 346-soil by 
343; 426-shadowed soil by big boulder; 427-deep soil, control for 
426; 428-dark and light chips off boulder; 429-more chips off boulder; 
FSR-·large piece of boulder. 

Figure 13. Station 13. 





Table Sample inventory (sample numbers in numerical sequence at stations; not sequence of collection) 

11 
3 

l 
11 

l 

EVA I Totals 

bags of documented rock samples 
large rocks (FSR) 1 left 

unbagged until end of EVA III 
bag of rake fragments 
bags of soil, clods, glass or 

glass welded fines 
deep core 

UVALSEP area 

Post EVA I stowage weights 
Approx. ne1 

Item (weight lbs.) sample weigr 
SRC-1 (with contents of SCB's 

1 and 5) 42 27 ,,.., 
SCB-5 in 5* (1 large rock) 14 !C.. 

Deep core 3 est.(not given) 
42 

*Numbered storage bag into \>Jh i ch samp 1 e co 11 ect ion bag is stowed 
in the LM 

Station l Station 2 
Before and aftc1 tr:averse Flag crater and Plum crater Spook crater and Buster crater 

4 bags of rocks 2 bags of rocks 5 bags of rocks 7 bags of soi 1 #5 3 fragments of breccia #351 grab sample #2 breccia, white matrix #352. 
#7 undescribed rock #373 breccia, white #353 breccia, green and #354 #9 friable white rock matrix white clasts #356 #10 angular rock large ·rock #362 breccia, white clasts #357 2 bags of soi 1 crystalline, glass #364 breccia, white clasts, #363 #6 coated black matrix #368 #11 2 bags of soil #371 rock with white streak #369 

#4 glass sphere through it 
#3 55 ~·-thi te, 11 caliche- 2 1 a rge rocks 

1 i ke 11 ·breccia, glass coated 
·'·~~1uley" (into BSLSS bag, 

end EVA III) 
l bag of rake fragments 

#372 

 





EVA II TOTALS POST EVA I I STmJA.GE WEIGHTS 
Approx. net 

17 bc.gs of doculr.ented rock samp1es Item (weight lbs.) sample weight 
-;; 1 ., , .. G ~ ro r ,, s ! r:~ R) ..J I <..J. I .;:jl. -1\. \ i <J I SRC 2 (4 cores~ CSVC·and rocks 41 21 
6 blgs of r2ke fragments from SCB 2) 

18 bag~ of scdl, ,c~?ds, glass or SCB 1 in 4 (doc. sols) 26_ 23 
giass weldea t1nes SCB 3 in 3 (2 cores~ ·FSR x1n, and 

7 core tubt:s otheY' scrnp 1 cs) 30 27 __ 6 as doubles, 1 in CSVC _...;:._ --r1 

Station 4 U,1-ft.LSEP a rea Station 5 
Stone Mountain (highest) Before and aftGr tt"·averse Stone Nountain (intermediate) 
' "'l n·~ O'e d.Qi'"1\'\"!!..H'\Ttl,.j Y'"'t1

' c 3 D u'::i.;, I "''""'"'-l',_.._u • v ·l"" {Includes Station 10) 4 bags of documented rocks 
#394 hard~ glass coated bag of documented rocks #336 rounded,. dusty:~ with v1hite streaks 
#397 ro:k w1th glass spatter #381 breccia, black, angular #337 2 rocks 
#398 4 dust-covered rocks 1 1 a1~ge rock #403 xln, white~ bluish xls; glass on 

2 bags of rake fragments white, black clasts, zap pits corner 
:• ,._ ... -
fr .21'3 ~) 2 core tubes (as a double) #404 g·lass-covered, dusty 
#401 U45/L54 large rock 

3 bugs of soil SCB 3 xlns white~ plagioclase; angu-
/! ... '!.!j.J. ... 
trJ:;;.o Station 8 lar, 11 Viper head 11 

#399 4 bags of documented roc~s 3 bags of rake fragments 
1f'400 #340 breccia, white clasts of xln #332 probably clods 

2 cores (as double) rock #334 small, rcunded, white 
U43/L38 #341 2 chips of friable xln rock, #405 (with white friable rock) 

white, plagioclase 4 bags of soi 1 
Station 6 #342 more coherent chi;> from same #333? intermediate gray color 

Stene t~iountafi1(Towest) boulder #335 deep rake 
3 bags of docu~2nted rocks #343 chip from "vesicular breccia" #4-02 

ii408 angu1 a r 1 1 arge rock #406 with one rock 
;!4-D9 white, sub rounded~ dus.ty chip from boulder of "vesicular 

1 Station 9 #410 breccia (?), gtayish- type of c t2cci a ' 2 bags of documented rock samples bluish matrix~ white bag of t~ake fragr;;ents #373 top of braccia boulder clasts, needle-like black #411 5 s~.;a ths, approx. 10 fragments #380 bottom of same boulder xls 5 bags of soi 1 3 bags of soi 1 3 bags of son #344 with glass bead #376 skim, top 5 !llTI 
#333 grt:y so·il #374 fillet soi1 #377 deep .soil #339 whitish~ indurated #375 fi 11 .et son t!379 underneath l"''lled boulder 
:~~(07 with ~ rotmded rock #412 2 surface: samplers #413 glass reflecting red and green 1 core tube (in vacuum container) 2 cores {as double) l34 U29/L36 





Table 1A. Sample summary (con't) 

EVA ! I I TOTA.LS 

18 bags of documented rocks 
6 large rocks 
8 bags of rake fragments 

12 bags of soil, clods, glass 
or glass welded fines 

2 rocks in padded bags 
2 cores (as doub1e) 

POST EVA III STOWAGE WEIGHTS 

Approx. net 
Item (weight lbs.) sample weight 

. 21 SCB 4 in 8 25 
SCB 6 in 6 20 17 
SCB 7 in 7 (core tubes 30 26 

and doc. samples) 
BSLSS (with 11 r1uley 11 rock) 40 36 Too 

U1-~\LSEP area 
Includes Stations 10 

and 10' a~d final 
Rover parking a~ea 

6 bags cf documented rock samples 
#13 white, fine-grained~ zap pits, 

c1e.an 
#15 bluish black, lath phenoxls 
#17 aphanitic matrix, rr.m clasts 

or· phenox1 s 
#18 not described 
#20 igneous, black matrix, lath xls 
#331 U,1P sample~ xln, sugary tex-

ture~ g1ass-11ned, zap pit 
3 laroe rocks 
bre~cia~ white matrix, glassy 
br~ccia, white matrix, very dark 
clasts; seen from LM window be-
fore EVA 

2 bags rake fragments 
#34/' 
#3~9 

3 bags soil~ clods, glass 
#348 
#350 
#380 gi ass ball 

2 cores (as double) 
U27/L32 

Station 11 Station 11 (con 1 t) 
North Ray crater 6 bags of soil 

11 bags of documented rock samples #388 ~·hi te 
#373 breccia, white, black clasts #390 from~E-W split, house rock 
#383 breccia) white, black clasts #417 fi 11 et 
#384 breccia, white~ shocked #419 soft 
#386 dusty, right angle breaks #422 
#387 crystalline, white (matrix?) #485 black glass from 1 m crater 
#389 5 chips~ b1ack breccia from 

house rode Station 13 
#393 breccia, 1iihite matrix with Shadow Rock 

glass bag of documented rock samples 
#415 hackly, glass c~ated #429 2 chips from shadow rock 
#416 breccia, white matrix, glass large rock 

clasts another chio from shadow rock 
#418 chip, breccia, black clasts 2 bags of rake fragments 
#425 white clast from house rock #343 

2 rocks in padded bags #428 
grab sample, shocked, dusty 3 bags of soil, clods, glass 
hard rock:. dusty #346 

2 latge rocks #426 permanently shadowed 
breccia, angular, white matrix #427 reference soil 

with black clasts 
breccia, white clast from house rock 

4 bags of rake frag~ents 
#420 
#421 
#423 
#_? 





Table lB. Inventory of documented sample bags used 

Dispenser Dispenser Dispenser 
No. 1007 EVA Station No. 1013 EVA Station No. 1014 EVA Station 

2 1 1 331* 3 LRV park 351 1 ALSEP 
~ 4 L ALSEP (called 332* 2 5 352 l I 

at Sta. 1) 
5 2 333? 2 5 353 1 

1 6 j 2 334 2 5 354 1 
3r:;r· 7 2 335 2 5 ...,;:) P.LSEP ., 8 336 2 5 356 I 1 

9 1 2 337 2 5 357 1 l 
10 1 2 338 2 6 358 
l1 1 2 339 2 6 359 
13 3 LM 340 362 l 1 
14 341 2 8 363 1 l 
15 3 LN 342 2 8 364 l 1 
17 3 L~1 343 2 8 365 
18 3 LM 344 2 8 367 
19 345? 3 l 3 (call ed as 368 1 

343) 
20 3 LM 346 3 13 369 1 
21 347 3 10·; 370 

1 22 348 3 10 371 1 l 
23 349 3 10 372 1 1 
24 350 3 10 373 l ALSEP 

*Not on pre-mission packing list 
. 

Note: So~~ bag numbers were called more than once, as shown below with times, stations, and probable 
bag numbers that are consistent vJith the samplirig sequence. 

Ba~. GET EVA Station 
373a l2_3:_co I ALSEP 

b 148:24 II 9 (378) 
c 167:05 III 11 (382?) 

343a 147:40 II B 
b 168:37 III 13 (345) 

aeoa 148:29 II 9 
b 169:47 III 10' ? 





Table 18 (con • t) 

Dispenser Dispenser Dispenser 
No. 1015 EVA Station No. 1016 EVA Station No. 1017 EVA Station 

374 2 8 394 2 4 414 
375 2 8 395 2 4 415 3 11 
376 2 9 396 2 4 416? 3 11 
377 2 9 397 2 4 417 3 11 
378? 2 9 (called as 398 2 4 418 3 11 

373) 
379 2 9 399 2 4 419 3 11 
380 2 9 400 2 4 420 3 11 
381 2 10 401 2 4 421 3 11 
382? 3 11 (called as 402 2 5 422 3 11 

373) 
383 3 11 403 2 5 423 3 11 
384 3 11 404 2 5 424? 3 11 (possibly 

dropped) 
385 3 11 405 2 5 425 3 11 
386 3 11 406 2 5 426 3 13 
387 3 11 407 2 6 427 3 13 
388 3 11 408 2 6 428 3 13 
389 3 11 409 2 6 429 3 13 
390 3 11 410 2 6 430 
391 411 2 8 431 
392 412 2 8 432 
393 3 11 413 2 8 433 

380 3 10 I {second ca 11 Dispenser 1018 
on 380) 434-453 (one bag used) 

440 2 8 





EVA I .!/ 
Container Number of 
Numb~e::..;.r _____ S_ta_t_i_o_n ___ s_a_m.._p_l e_s _______ G_E_T _______ S_am__,. p_l_e_d_e_s c_r_i...~..p_t_i _on_a_n_d_no_· t_e_s ____ _ 

372 Several 123:45 Rake sample. One glassy rock; rest dust 
covered. Most rocks so small that rake 
could not retain them, 3 scoops only half 
filled the ba 

Soil 123:47 
371 4 123: 51 Friable, dust covered .. One white rock. One 

(the same rock?) has v..rhite ''caliche 11 streak 
through it. Outermost specimen for radial 
sample, Plum crater 

363 Soil 123:52 Soil from area of 371 
364 l 123:53 Angular to subangular breccia, 5 em long. White 

clast vdth greenish, millimeter-sized phenocrysts(
in a black (?) matrix. Part of radial samole 

356 1 Soil 123:56 Soil samole near 364 sitci 
362 1 l 124:00 White clast breccia with lineations. Darker 

matrix implied but not stated. Final specimen 
for radial sample~(-=-?)'----

2 l l 124:00 Breccia with a white matrix 
369 1 Soil 124:02 i l s amp 1 e near 2 s i i e 352 1 Soil 124:06 Dark too soil 
357 1 Soil 124:07 Lower white soil below samole 352 
353 l l 124:12 Chip taken from a subrounded l-1 1/2 m boulder 

of a multi-rock breccia; boulder is very friable. 
Matrix is grayish, clasts include greenish-black 
and white ones. Clasts are mainly one milli-
meter size and make up 5% of the rock. One 
crystal is 5 mm. Boulder has a prominent SH-NE 
fracture set with a 20 em spa~ing 

Table 2. Preliminary Sample Descriptions 

 





Tab 1 e 2 { con • t J.· 

EVA I (con 1 t) 

Container Number of 
Number 

368 

Station samoles GET 

124: 13 

Samole -description and notes 

Soil from fillet around 353 boulder 
SCB l l 24:17 Anqular breccia with some olass 
BSLSS 124:20 37-lb subangular rock, approximately 20 em 

long. Has 11 bigu clasts, at least one of ~vhich 
looked white. One small area appears cry-
stalline and shocked 

5 2 3 124:46 2 small whitish rocks and one angular to sub-
rounded dust-covered rock 

6 
7 

2 
2 

Soil 
l or 2 

124:48 
124:50 

Gray soil samole near 5 site 
Probably only one rock because crew thought 
it might be too big for samrle ba 

9 2 2 124;53 Very friable shocked rock that broke in t~;o. 

TO 2 l 124:56 
A pure white rock; not a breccia 
Angular rock 

ll 2 Soil 124:57 Soi 1, 2robably near 9 and 10 site 





Sample description and notes 

covere~.d _ 
Rake sample. Most are white clasts; one or 
more has a lot of glass on it; not sure that 
they are breccias. Two scoops filled the bag 
White soil samole near 395 
A very angular rock; white clasts, brec-ciated 

to roc~k ____ 
11 Grab sample of i!g.~l~a:..=..s-=-s_s::.....o.::....;a::....:t:....:t;..::e~r_______ _ 

-t~-o c ks 
Gray soil from a trench, no layering present. 
A few bright speckles, apparently glass, in the 
surrounding soil 
Double core sample 
Tried for a sample of rock but only able to 
et soil 

Rake sample. Dust covered, mostly centimeter-si
or smaller fragments. May just be indurated reg
lith because verv friable. Three scooos 
Glass beads 
Rake sample. Rocks so friable that may end up 
as soil 
Light gray soil collected from below a rock. 
(Bag number not given but would be 333 if 
kept in sequence) 
Rake samp 1 e. fvios t are rounded, very small, 
whitish rocks, some with a little black glass. 
Three SCOOPS 
Some of the gray upper soil, not the lower 

_te_s_o_i_l_. _P_r_obab 1 v from near sa mole 334 
Rounded fractured rock that looked beaten up. 
A fine-grained crystalline rock with a couole of 
bluish, 2 mm crystals and millimeter-sized' 
sparkles. Glass rind on one corner. Either the 
rock or the crystals may be grayish 

z 
o 





Table 2 (con't) 

EVA II (con't} 

Container 
Number Station 

Number of 
Samples GET Sample description and notes 

404 5 1 145:44· Dusty, glass-covered rock 
405 5 Several 145:45 Rake samole and one additional friable 

rounded ~hite rock. One of rake sample also 
whitish 

5 
5 

5 
5 

3 

So1l + 
one rock 
-~ 

1 

145:50 

145:52 

145:58 

:135 

406 

336 
Loose 

Rocks or indurated regolith. Very few rocks 
in the crater wall One rock addea to~th~e~s~o~~~~-s~a~m=p~l~e------------

Dusty, rounded rock with white streaks 
146:01 Very angular, unique fresh white rock. Fine-

grained crystalline white rock with a greenish-
bluish cast, and perhaps striations on it; 

=2_c=m:...:-:-=1:...::o,.:-:n_.;;_a ~;,aped 1 ike a snake • s :1 e ad 
Documented rock 
Rounded, hard rock with pure white matrix; 
dark square and elongate clasts or phenocrysts. 
Crvstals look like qlass 
Rounded rock and some soil. This rock may be 
the one described above 
Anoular rock 
Gray soil samole 
White or whitish indurated soil that was noted 
as being unusual 
~Jh i te, rounded rock with no dis cern i b 1 e crystal 
structure 
Crys ta 11 i ne- appearing rock vii th a grayish-
bluish matrix and white clasts (phenocrysts?) 
Also needle-like black crystals 1 x 3 mm. 
Considered to be a breccia 

sample, ou_t o~f~f-iv_e s_c_o_o_p_s_c_a_p_t_u_r_e~d-a~b_o_u_t 

10 fragments only. Two fragments glass coated, 
which is unusual for this area 





Table 2 (can't) 

EVA I I (con ' t) 

Container Number of 
Number Station Samples GET Sample description and notes 

412 8 Soil 147:08 Soil sample from somewhere near 411 
--~--~----~---413 8 147:10 Black glass that reflects red and green in 

the sunlioht 
U29/L36 8 Core 147:11 Double core sample, first sampling location hft 

a rock and so retracted and tried a second 
time; penetration vJas difficul.__;t _ 

374 8 Soil 147:24 Fillet sample from 340 boulder 
340 8 147:24 Piece of a 1 m rounded boulder of breccia. Blue 

matr~ix with fine-grained white ct~ystall ine 
include a glass-lined fractur

341 8 2 147:28 ·l white to grayish-crystalline rock covered with 
1 zap pits. Feldspar identified; 11 sandy' texture; 

appears shocked. Rock has greenish hue. One 
fragment from top of boulder, one from the side. 
Other similar rocks in area but in the minority 

342 8 l 147:31 Piece off the base of 341 rock 
375 8 Soil 147:36 Fillet from 343 boulder 
343 8 147:40 Piece of breccia off a hard boulder. Possibly 

a loose samole of this rock also collected 
344 8 Soil 147:44 Reference soil from 375 sample 
Special bags 9 Soi 1 148:14 2 special surface sar.~p 1 es from undisturbed 

soil behind a boulder 
376 9 Soil 148:19 Soil skimmed off ton 5 mm of surface near the 

soecia1 surface sRm~les 
..,..3._.77<:"7 _______ _,9 __,s..--o_i_l _______ ·..-14,<"'?'8<:-":..,...2..,..0 _____ D....-e--=eTLp_s..,.-co_o..,.;..p~fr.om belm·; 376 soil 
37 3 9 1 14 8 : 2 4 1 n dura ted b reCCfa:-p 1 e ceOTf~th.-e---:t-o_p_o f..,..--a--

boulder 
L34 9 Core 148:26 Sinole core samole 
379 9 Soil 148:28 White soil from below 373 boulder; at.site of 

deeoest oenetration of boulder 
chip from bot tom of 3 7 3 b o u 1 de r. Chi p has 5 mm 

dark crystals \vith a bluish cast. Shocked rock 
with a lot of glass in the fractures 

149:22 
149: 31 

 





EVA I I I 
Container Number of 

Number Station sarnoles GET Sample descriotion and notes 

373(?) 11 1 167:05 Breccia with white matrix and black 2 mm 
clasts. The clasts are angular and appear 
to protrude from the surface. White matrix 
has no recognizable crystalline structure. May 
be a oiece off a 1 1/2 foot boulder that has 
dark ~lasts within the dark clasts. Crew un-
certain as to bag number 

383 11 167:15 Friable breccia with matrix 50% white and 50% 
dark glass. Clasts are black. Rock contains 
more black glass than 373 rock 

11 167:21 Dense breccia vJith white matrix and very fine-
grained, very black tlasts to 4 em 

11 2 167:24 White shocked rock, 5oth fragments from same 
rock 

3~8~5 ______ -=B_la~c~.k~. ~o~l~as.~, dust-covered rock 
~3..:;:-8.;:::.-6 _____ o:;-c:...:..k~vl_;_i .=..:tl...:.___;l sides at r·l gh t an q l es 
415 11 167:30 Glassy rock with hackly surface 
416 ll 167:35 Friable shocked breccia with black aphanitic 

clasts up to one em 
4;;-.;1-::;:7 _______ -:;1-:;-1 ~1 et sample from samol e 418 
~18 11 2 167:38 White matrix breccia with two colors of dark 

clasts. One fragment is a dark clast from 
same boulder 

----~~~-~-------~~---387 11 167:40 Fine-grained crystalline rock; may possibly 
be part of matrix from samole 418 

419 11 Soil 167:42 Soil samole near 418 
420 11 Many 167:43 Rake samole 
~4~2~l ____________ ~l~l ________ l~.5~--------,~~6~7.-:~4~6 ______ J~~·~s~c~oop rake samole. Vesicles in one rock 
422 11 Soil 167:47 Soil samole near 421 __ s_a_m~p~le-.--~M-os-t~a-r_e_g_r_a_y~l-o-ok~,~n-g--a-nd~a----

couole are whitish 
388 11 Soil 167:53 Soil sample from 423 area. Soil is gray for 

first em, white below; latter may be a rock 
surface 

Table 2 (con't) 

1/ 





EVA III (con't) 

Container Number of 
Number Station samples GET Sample description and notes 

389 1l 5 167:58 Pieces of house-sized dark boulder at edge of 
North Ray crater._ Breccia, black matrix and Vlhite 
clasts. Includes piece of the shatter cone 

off a 3 m white clast in the 11 house FSR 
rock.n Not too shocked_ 

425 ll Several 168:01 Pieces of white clasts from Hhouse rock 11 
11 390 ll Soil 168:03 Soil samole from E-W crack in nhouse rock

391 (?) 11 Soil + l 168:04 Reference soil for comparison with 390. A 
and/or 392(?) frothy-looking rock; may be with the soil or 

in a separate bag. Bag numbers not given, 
but inferred from seauence 

393 ll or more 168:06 Grab sample. Rock with white matrix and glass 
on it 

Padded bag ll Dusty rock 
Padded ba ll 
j2fj 
346 
426 
427 13 Soil Soil collected from below 426 as control sample. 

Soil probably white 
428 13 Several 168:50 Handful of chips from 4 or 5 m high boulder. 

Breccia with black matrix and dark and white 
clasts. Some crystals (in matrix?). Rock has 
deeD, round cavities 

429 13 2 168:52 Chips off 428 
FSR 13 1 i68:52 Large chib off 428 

Table 2 (con • t) 

Y All samples collected at the Lfvi/ALSEP are listed at the end of Table 2. 





GET Sample description and notes 

119:37 Probably picked uo a large rock 

122:37 and Broken solid glass sphere. Bagged at the later 
124:19 time 
122:52 Gra~ sample. Wh1tish rocks 
122:54 White rock or material that resembles caliche 
122:58 Friable white breccia (three samples assigned 

this number, this one was not questioned by crew)
128:00 Breccia with different colored clasts and matrix 
125: 21 Igneous plutonic rock with same texture as gene-

sis rock. 15% covered by bluish glass 
143:27 White rock with black glass layer on one side. 

Also zap oits lined with whitish material 
149:22 Double core sample; penetrated with some 

difficulty 
r...:....:1 a::.:...;.r_J;;;oc___;::.a;_:._J_ngiJ 1 a r b 1 a ck rock be 1 i e v ~ d to be a b re C: c i 

169:35 Rake samole. Glass-coated fraoments 
-:=-,3 7=---------=s~o:....:..,i:..::-l--=-=s ainp l e from 34 7 are a 

--~~~~~--------~~~ 169:41 Rake sample within 3m of dou~le core sample frorr
few rake-sized fragments in this area 

169:42 Soil samole near 349 
169:46 Glass ba~l. Glassy rock with a white matrix 

1 so be i n th i s b a q or as an u nb a g ge d s amo ·1 e 
169:50 Double core sample, whitish and relatively coarse

grained at the bottom 
l69:bl Breccia vvith very dark glass and primarily a 

\'fhite matr~ix 

169:58 Fine-grained white rock, no visible crystalline 
structure. Covered with zap pits 

170:00 Rock with a bluish-black matrix and lath-like 
clasts or ohenocrvsts 

 

a 

 

 





n 

Table 2 {con•t) 

Container 
Number· 

17 

18 
l9 
20 

FSR 
331? 

Stati.on 

LM 

LM 
LM 
LM 

u~ 
LRV 

Number of 
Samples 

or more 

GET 

170:02 

170:08 
170:09 
170: l 0 

Sample description and notes 

Rock with an aphanitic matrix and about 30% 
whitish mm-sized clasts or phenocrysts 
Documented sample 
Breccia 
Igneous i~ock with lath? crystals and a black 
matrix 

170:28 
170:50 

Rock seen from LM window 
Igneous rock with a sugary textl!re. Zap·pits 
lined vli th glass 
2 possible other large samples collected at fO' 





Table 3. Preliminary estimate of Apollo 16 lunar surface 70 mrn film usage. 
Comments include both specific and inferred reference to photo-
graphic activity. All dat~ are from notes and transcripts recorded 
in real time. 

GET Mag Count By Cam Spl Sta Corrments 
106: 16 
EVA I 
119:27 
119:48 

119:58 
120:38 
120:38 
120:57 
120:57 

122:36 

A 

A 
A 
A 
A 
B 
B 
A 
A 

A 

30 

39 

102 

CDR/LMP 

LNP 
LMP 
LMP 
LMP 
LMP 
CDR 
LMP 
LMP 

LMP 
L~lP 
U1P 
LMP 
CDR 
CDR 
LMP 
L~lP 

LM 
~!indow 
LM 
LM 
LM 
LM 
LM. 
U1 
LM 
ALSEP 
ALSEP 
ALSEP 

No ~Z pan because ofctr 
20m behind +Y, -Z (NE of LM) 
ablative surfaces, S-bnd. ant
1 i ttl e craters 
panorama 
Flag 
Flag 
2 m breccia block 
panorama 
downsun of heat probe toward 
LSM 
·after thumper 

123:00 
123:37 
123:42 
123:42 

A 

G 
B 

110 

50 
10 

LMP 

LMP 
CDR 

LMP 

LMP 
CDR 

351 ALSEP 
ALSEP 

1 
1 ., 

no after pi ctUJ·e 
change to mag G 
pan, rim of Flag 

123:42 
123:57 B 24 CDR CDR 

368' 

1 
1 
1 

r·ake 1 ocator 
pan 1 1-1here pan 2 should be 
after 

124:20 
124:23 
124:35 
124:41 

B 
G 
B 
L 

53 
65 

50 

CDR 
LMP 
CDR 

CDR 
L~1P 
CDR 
500 

1 
1 
1 
2 
2 

stereo, 7 ft. , of 1 i neaments 
panorama 

first pan, on Spook 
triple vert stereo pan, 
Stone Mtn., 5 frames on 
S. Ray 

124:42 
124:49 

G 
B 56 

LMP 
CDR 

LMP 
CDR 

2 
2 

part. pan into Buster 

125:25 
125:34 
125:38 

G 
G 
B 

120 
65 

U"P 
U1P 
CDR 

U~P 
LMP 
CDR 

L~l 
L~l 
LM 

cosmic ray experiment 
SWC pictures 

EVA II 
143:20 
143:25 H LMP CDR L~l color panorama, Quad II I, 

60 ft. •,vest 

143:52 H LMP LMP 

LM 

LM-4 

cosmic ray exp. x sun, 
f/n, l/250, 1s• 
biggest rock on traverse 
from LRV 

. 

54 





Table 3 (can't) 

GET Mag Count By Cam Spl Sta Comments 
144:20 
144:27 

H 
L 

82 
90 

LMP LMP 
500 

4 
4 

arrive station 
Stubby ~not worth 15 pic-
tures. 11 South Ray, U1, 
North Ray 

144:58 
144:59 

145:08 

H U1P 

CDR 

L~lP 

CDR 

43/38 
401 

4 

4 
4 

"4" 

angular brecciated block 
with white clasts 
double core 
panorama, pre-spl' locator 
for r-ake spl 
panorama in penetrometer 
test area--moved 2 ft. dO\'m-

145:10 
144: "10 

H 
c 

110 
76 

LMP 
CDR 

LMP 
CDR 

4 
4 

hill during the panorama 

145:55 

146:06 
146:06 
146:06 
146:23 

H 

H 
I 
c 

170 
3 

96 

U~P 

U·1P 
L~1P 
CDR 

LMP 

LMP 
LMP 
CDR 

5 

5 

5 
5 
5 
6 

11 0ld rounded rock, badly 
fractured" 
pan at 10', 4 o'clock from 
LRV on S. rim of ctr. 
change to magazine~r 

panorama 
146:32 
146:33 
146:39 

c 
c 

106 

111 

CDR 

CDR 

CDR 

CDR 

339 
409 
4iO 

6 
6 
6 
6 

gnm~OI'l ·broken 
so'il spl locator 
1 ocator 

146:39 
146:54 

147:07 
147:22 
147:36 

I 

c 

50 LMP 

CDR 

U~P 

CDR 29/36 

6 
8 

8 
8 
8 

pan at 1 o'clock relative 
to LRV 
locator, downsun double core 
closeup of big rock 
fillet spl-scoop to west 

147:56 
147:57 

I 
c 

120 
142 

LMP 
CDR 

LMP 
CDR 

8 
8 

for scale 

148:09 

148:36 
148:36 

I 

c 
I 
B 

165 
161 

66 

U~P 

WR 
U:iP 
CDR 

LMP 

CDR 
L~lP 
CDR 

9 

9 
9 
9 

panor·ama 
picture of sneak rock and LM 

D 1 U'1P U~P 9 

148:54 

149: 32 

D 

D 
D 
B 

91 
89 

LMP 
U,Jp 
LMP 
CDR 

LMP 

LNP 
U1P 
CDR 

9-10 

9-10 
10 
10 

enroute pictures of buried 
boulder, angular rocks 
LRV turnaround pan 

panorama 

55 





Table 3 (can't) 

GET Hag Count By Cam Spl Sta Cow.'Tlents 

EVA III 

165:57 

165:58 

166:09 
166; 16 
166:43 

166:56 
166:56 
167:00 
'167:05 
167:07 

E 
J 
N 

J 

J 
K 
J 
K 

r~ 
M 

165 
1 

165 
1 

CDR 
UJP 
LNP 

LHP 
LNP 
U·iP 
LfvlP 

CDR 
LHP 
500 

LHP 
LHP 
LNP 
Lf.IP 
500 
500 

L~l 
U1 
LM 

LM-11 

11 

11 
11 

start of EVA 
start of EVA 
pan of Stone Htn; E .. vJ 
3 levels 
pan complete 
en route s ta. 11 
Smoky fc'itn. Hhite & t'OCk 
on North R1.J' r·irn 
LRV turnaround pan 
changed mags 
arrive station 11 -

pan of N. Ray inter·ior 
.pan of Smoky 

167:09 K 40 LNP LMP 11 polarization far-field 
R to L filter pos R 
L to R fi ltf~r pos c 
R to L f'iltcr pos L 

167:14 
to 

167:17 

167: 19 

167: 31 

167:40 

167:48 

168:0.3 

K 

M 

E 

E 
K 

E 
E 

E 
E 
E 

K 

80 

165 

LHP 

LNP 

CDR 

CDR 

U'iP 

CDR 
CDR 

CDR 
CDR 
CDR 

LHP 

LMP 

500 

CDR? 

CDR? 

LNP 

CDR 
CDR 

CDR? 
CDR 
CDR 

U·iP 

11 

11 

11 

416-7 11 
418 11 

11 

11 
389 11 

424 11 
11 

425 11 

11 

70-90 m base;, po 1 a r·i zati l?fl_ 
far fii~l d; R to L fi Her. R 
L to R filter C; R to.L 
filter !.. 
partial pan of 3/4 VJijY up 
fat' via ll ; 2 vetticai st·1eaps 
out of ·fn m 
stereo of boulder on tL Ray 
rim near 1 ittl e cr;rter close-up 
doc samrle Zt 'locatu' 
close shot of ch·i i~lJ2d blk clast 
dovmsu:1 of big boulder 
house i'O c:k photos 
shatter cone 
doc s a.n1p ·i e from b1ilck rock 
(house) .before {ll](j ' after 
doc S(;mplc befOl'2 GnJ ;::fter 
stereo of 3 m c~l as t and pan 
photo of hi1rrmet" 0'' il rock 
sample 
photo of tongs and black 
rock 
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Table 3 (con 1 t) 

GET Mag Count By Cam Spl Sta Conments 

168:14 
168:14 
168:31 

168:47 
168:56 
168:56 
169:03 

169:13 

169:29 
169:35 
169:36 
169:40 
169:49 
170:13 
170:29 
170:49 
170:50 
170:59 
171:04 
171:04 
171:04 

K 
K 
E 
K 
E 

F 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 

F 

F 
F 
F 
E 
E 
E 
E 
F 
F 
E 
E 

E 
E 

122 
102 
150 

1 
114 

6 

80 

150 
130 

155 
156/157 

168 
169 

LMP 
LMP 
CDR 
LMP 
CDR 

LMP 
CDR 
LMP 
LMP 
LMP 
LMP 

LMP 

LMP 
U1P 
LMP 
CDR 
CDR 
CDR 
CDR 
LMP 
LMP. 
CDR 
CDR 

CDR 
CDR 

LNP 
LM? 
CDR 
LMP 
CDR? 

LMP 
CDR 
LMP 
LMP 
U1P 
LMP 

U·1P 

LMP 
U,!P 
U·1P 
CDR 
CDR? 
CDR 
CDR 
UltP 
UltP 
CDR 
CDR 

CDR 
COR 

11 
11 
11 
13 
13 

13 
13 
13 

13··1 0 I 
13-10 I 
13-10 I 

13-10 
10 

347 10 1 

347 10 I 
349 10 1 

10 1 32/27 
LH 
LM 
LM 
l.M 
LM 

LM 
LM 

stereo at house rock 

pan,end film 
shadowed area of big 
rock 1/250 f5.6 
new m.ag 

LRV turnaround pan 
partial LRV turnaround pan 
photos "rimless" depres-
sian ray material. 2-
rock clots 
rock with possible bedrock, 
20% down i·n Palmetto 
photos of LM enroute 
pan 

aftet' photos 
down sun 
core tube photos 

x-sun stereo doc of LPM spl 
spl 
stereo pair 
LPM rock on LPt1 

LRV from LH 
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Table 4. Estimated film usage per EVA 

(70 mm only) 

EVA Mag film type camera FL frames 
Total 

for EVA Total frames 
Pre 

I 
I 

A 

A 
B 

color 

color 
color 

60 

60 
60 

29 

80 
64 

29 
color, 60 mm FL, 748 
m•J, 60 mm FL , 792* 
BW, 500 mm FL, 269* 

I G BH 60 119 
I 

I I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 

L 

H 
c 
I 
B 
D 
L 

BW 

8\~ 
color 
BW 
color 
color 
BW 

500 

60 
60 
60 
60 
60 

500 

49 

169 
164 
160 

24 
90 
40 

314 

697 
III 
III 
III 
III 
III 

E 
J 
K 
F 
M 

color 
BvJ 
BVJ 
color 
BW 

60 
60 
60 
60 

500 

168 
164 
180* 
129 
180* 

821 

Total frames 1809* 

*No frame counts were given when the crew reported 
magazines K and M were out of film. For purposes 
of this table, it is therefore assumed that those 
magazines contain 180 frames. 





Table 5. Preliminary lo~ations of Apollo 16 stations* 

LH CB. l, 80.6 

ALSEP CA.65, 80.0 

Station l CA. 7, 73.5 

Stati.on 2 CA.9, 76.5 

Station 10 CA.8, 80.3 

Station 4 BE.95, 82.85 or 

BE. 6, 82. 85 

Station 5 BH.53~ 82.93 

Station 6 BK.6, 81.55 

Station 8 BL.5, 78.3(?) 

Station 9 betv1een line formed by 

BM.7, 77.7 and 

BN. 15, 79.2 

Station ll CY.7, 79.8 

House Rock CZ.2, 80.5 

Station 13 CW.4, 81.5 

Station l 0 I CB.5, 80.15 

LRV R.I.P. CB. l , 81.0 

*Coordinates referenced to traverse maps (see Elston 
and others, 1972a, b; Baudette and others, 1972) 








